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ABSTRACT 

The uniqueness of human music relative to speech and 
animal song has been extensively debated, but rarely 
directly measured. We applied an automated scale 
analysis algorithm to a sample of 86 recordings of 
human music, human speech, and bird songs from 
around the world. We found that human music 
throughout the world uniquely emphasized scales with 
small-integer frequency ratios, particularly a perfect 5th 
(3:2 ratio), while human speech and bird song showed 
no clear evidence of consistent scale-like tunings. We 
speculate that the uniquely human tendency toward 
scales with small-integer ratios may relate to the 
evolution of synchronized group performance among 
humans.  
 
   1.BACKGROUND  
The origins of music and language have been debated 
for centuries. Both music and language are human 
universals found in all known societies, but language 
appears to be unique to humans while music has many 
parallels in non-human species such as songbirds and 
whales [6]. Why might this be, and what - if anything - 
is unique about human music?  

Comparative analyses of music have produced 
conflicting results. Some studies argue that certain 
aspects of music like simple scales and rhythms are 
unique to human music and may have evolved to bond 
people together [19, 20]. Others argue against such 
ideas on the grounds that such features are not cross-
culturally universal [5, 15] or that they are not specific 
to human music, but instead a byproduct of more 
general constraints on acoustic perception and 
production that are shared with speech and/or animal 
song [23].  

The degree to which music and language share similar 
features has seen vigorous debate in the recent literature 
[9, 17]. An improved understanding of such boundaries 
requires empirical research to better understand their 
similarities and differences. However, while many have 
compared speech vs. song, human song vs. bird song, 
and human language vs. bird song [9, 10, 17, 21, 23], 
we know of only one previous empirical study that has 
simultaneously compared musical aspects of human 
music, human speech, and non-human vocalizations 
[24]. We decided to use automated scale analysis 
software to analyse and compared global samples of 
human music, human speech, and bird song. Because 

definitions of music, language, and animal song are 
controversial, we did not define and collect samples 
ourselves but used pre-existing databases (see Methods 
for details). 

Previously, we used automated scale analysis software 
to demonstrate a strong cross-cultural tendency for 
human music to use scales containing pitches separated 
by intervals that approximate simple integers, 
particularly a perfect 5th (e.g., 700 cents, ~ 3:2 
frequency ratio) [8].  If perfect fifths also predominate 
in bird song or human speech as well as human music, 
then they are likely a consequence of perceptual/motor 
constraints, whereas if they are specific to human music, 
this suggests that they could be an adaptation 
specifically for human music [23]. 

 2.METHOD 
 

2.1. Audio Samples     
For this preliminary analysis, we aimed to assemble 
globally distributed samples of approximately 30 
recordings each of 1) human music, 2) human speech, 
and 3) bird song. We were only able to identify 26 
recordings of human speech, giving a total sample of 86 
recordings (Fig. 1, Table 1). For all samples, only 
monophonic recordings were used to enable accurate 
automatic transcription. 

(1) 30 music recordings from nine regions were 
obtained from the Garland Encyclopedia of World 

Music [16]. The audio files were recorded in diverse 
regions, covering a diverse mix of traditional genres 
(e.g., healing, love, religious). From the 124 
monophonic Garland recordings assessed as usable, we 
randomly selected 3-4 recordings for this preliminary 
analysis from each of the following 9 regions 
designated by Garland’s editors: Africa, South 
America, North America, Southeast Asia, South Asia, 
Middle East, East Asia, Europe, and Oceania. Our 
sample included both instrumental and vocal music. 
 
(2) We obtained 26 recordings of human speech from 
the Linguistic Data Consortium [12] spoken language 
sampler. Because we were unable to locate 30 or more 
samples, we used all available samples without 
sampling equally by region as we did for the human 
music samples. The samples mainly consist of recorded 
telephone conversations. Each sample was edited to 



Figure 1. A map of the 86 recordings analysed. Human music (n=30), bird songs (n=30) and human speech (n=26) 
are respectively coloured orange, blue and green. 
 
Table 1. Metadata about musical genre, bird species, or language name for the 86 recordings analysed. See 
original publications for additional metadata [8, 11, 18].  

 

approximately 5 to 10 seconds in order to capture only 
a single speaker, and noises that could affect the result 
of the analysis were removed (using Logic’s Noise Gate 
function). The edited recordings were then slowed 
down by a factor of five to avoid under-sampling the 
rapidly changing pitch (in the future we aim to modify 
our software to allow for increasing the sampling rate 

to resolve this issue without having to manually slow 
down recordings). 

(3) We obtained 30 bird song recordings by selecting a 
subset of recordings without considerable noise from 80 
previously analysed recordings of taxonomically 
diverse songbirds [23 One of the limitations of our 



automatic analysis software is that polyphonic melodies 
or audio with considerable noise cannot be properly 
extracted. Moreover, exceedingly high pitches or short 
sounds are unanalysable. Thus, human speech and bird 
songs had to be slowed down (by 5x) and the bird songs 
had to be transposed two octaves lower and have noise 
removed. In the future we aim to modify our software 
to allow for increasing the sampling rate, noise filtering, 
and transposing to resolve this issue without having to 
manually edit recordings. 

2.2. Pitch Class Histogram  
 
We used Tarsos [22] to extract and compare musical 
scales, since it was designed for automatic quantitative 
analysis of any music from around the world. Thus it 
allows us to analyse audio data in a way that allows 
comparison of frequency ratio relationships across 
cultures and even species. Most of the analysis is 
executed using pitch histograms and octave reduced 
pitch class histograms. Tarsos first extracts the pitch 
histogram, then combines this pitch histogram across 
octaves to a pitch class histogram which is expressed in 
cents [5] ranging from 0-1200. We used Tarsos’s 
default YIN pitch estimation algorithm [3]. In the future, 
we plan to explore the effects of using pitch histograms 
without assuming octave equivalence, and of using 
newer algorithms such as pYIN [14] and CREPE [11]. 
However, we note that such algorithms contain 
additional assumptions that may not be appropriate for 
cross-cultural/cross-species analyses. 

2.3. Normalisation and comparison of averaged 
pitch class histograms   
 
Normalisation is required to compare scales between 
different songs that have different keys or tuning 
systems. If we were confident that we could identify a 
tonal center for different recordings of human music, 
human speech, and bird song by, for example, selecting 
the final pitch of a recording, this might be a useful 
method of normalizing. However, because the idea of 
final notes as tonal centre is not necessarily applicable 
across cultures or species, we chose to normalise all 
recordings by setting the most frequent pitch class to 0. 
In a separate study, we have validated this approach by 
directly comparing results of normalizing human music 
using the final pitch vs. the most frequent pitch, finding 
that there is almost no difference between the two 
methods, leading us to use most frequent as it can be 
calculated more objectively (e.g., in cases where music 
fades out before the end) [4]. Figure 2 shows example 
analyses.  

In addition, the raw count of pitch annotations is 
converted to a percentage so that longer recordings will 
not be weighted more than shorter ones. After 
normalizing, pitch class histograms were averaged 
across recordings separately for human music, human 
speech, and bird songs to determine whether there were 

any tuning intervals that were consistent across each 
sample.  

 

 
Figure 2. Bottom: A pitch class histogram of “La 
finada Pablita”, a Mexican-American narrative song, 
aligned against a keyboard octave for comparison. The 
vertical axis represents how often a given pitch class 
occurs in the audio. The horizontal axis is plotted in 
cents over an octave range, from 0-1200, where the 
most common pitch class (~1.2% of annotations) is set 
to 0.  In this figure the second most frequent scale 
degree appears a perfect fifth (~700 cents, equivalent to 
G in key of C) above the most frequent note. Middle: 
Pitch class histogram analysis of a bird song (Extinct 
bird in Kauai called “Kauaʻi ʻōʻō). Top:  Pitch class 
histogram analysis of human speech (North American 
English).  

3. RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows the average pitch class histograms for 
human music, human speech, and bird song, plotted on 
the same axis for comparison. By definition, all samples 
show a peak at 0 cents, because 0 was defined as the 
most frequent note for each recording. Human speech 
and bird songs show no other clear peaks. Bird song 
does shows a stronger peak at the most frequent pitch  



 

 
Figure 3. Averaged pitch class histograms for human music (n=30), bird song (n=30), and human speech (n=26). Shading 
indicates 95% confidence intervals. 
 
(0 cents) and possible peaks at approximately 250, 500 
and 1,000 cents, while human speech shows a possible 
peak at approximately 550 cents. These are small 
enough that it is not clear if they are true peaks or 
artefacts of the small sample size. However, human 
music shows much stronger peaks at intervals of 
approximately 700, 500, and 200 cents. These 
correspond approximately to small-integer ratios of 3:2 
(perfect 5th), 4:3 (perfect 4th), and major 2nd (9:8), 
respectively.      
    
4. DISCUSSION 

Our results show that scale tunings in human music 
uniquely tend to emphasize intervals with small-integer 
ratios - particularly the perfect 5th (~ a 3:2 ratio) - while 
no consistent intervals emerge when the same analyses 
are applied to human speech or bird song (cf. Fig. 3).  
 
Our previous analyses breaking up human music into 
sub-samples based on region and instrumentation [4, 7] 
showed that of these ratios, only the perfect 5th - the 
smallest possible integer-ratio within the octave - 
consistently predominated across all sub-samples. 
Taken together,  these studies suggest that the perfect 
5th uniquely predominates throughout the world’s 
music but not in speech or bird song. 

Many scholars have proposed that there is something 
special about small-integer ratios in human music, with 

most explanations centering around the psychoacoustics 
of harmonic overtone structure. Whenever an object 
resonates to produce a fundamental pitch, it also can 
produce a series of “overtones” which appear at integer 
ratios above the fundamental pitch due to the physics of 
how objects vibrate. While birds and many other animals 
tend to produce pure tone vocalizations without complex 
harmonic structure, human vocalizations tend to have a 
rich harmonic structure emphasizing many overtones, 
and this has been proposed to explain preferences for 
small-integer ratios in music via statistical learning 
through exposure to the speech of other humans that 
contains such harmonic structure [1, 7]. However, this 
“vocal similarity” hypothesis does not explain why we 
find small-integer ratios in human music but not human 
speech.  
 
We speculate that human music may be unique because 
it evolved to be performed in synchronized groups, 
possibly to bond group members [19, 20]. This may have 
selected for integer-ratio frequencies because the 
resulting harmonies are more likely to perceptually fuse 
and sound like one large auditory event [2, 20]. Neither 
speech nor bird song are regularly performed in 
synchronized groups, and thus harmonicity does not 
result in any perceptual fusion. 
While our preliminary data suggest that human scales are 
unique to music, there are also intriguing suggestions of 
similarities between bird song and human music as 
distinct from human speech. In particular, both human 
music and bird song show a stronger tendency to prefer 
a single most frequent note that remains relatively stable 



throughout a performance, and bird songs may suggest a 
possible peak at a perfect 4th (4:3 ratio, approximately 
500 cents). We hope to investigate this further with larger 
samples and through perceptual experiments in humans 
and birds. 
 
  5. FUTURE WORK 
The main challenge for future work is to expand the 
sample to include several hundred recordings and 
perform statistical testing to formally evaluate the degree 
to which the pitch class histograms depart from 
distributions that would be expected by chance. We also 
intend to perform sub-sample analyses to explore the 
degree to which any average trends are consistent across 
geographic regions and instrumentation (particularly 
vocal vs. instrumental music). Expanding the sample of 
human music to the full set of 124 monophonic 
recordings has confirmed that intervals of approximately 
200, 500, and 700 cents tend to predominate throughout 
the world, and that 700 cents is particularly common 
across almost all world regions [4]. We aim to similarly 
expand our samples of human speech and animal song, 
as the current results must be considered preliminary due 
to their small sample sizes and somewhat uneven 
geographic distribution. 
 
Our analysis methods are well-suited for analyzing scales 
with a stable tonal center throughout a recording, but in 
the future we would like to explore ways of analyzing 
pitch relationships at interval-by-interval and phrase-by-
phrase levels, which will particularly help in cases such 
as unaccompanied singing in which tonal centers can 
drift over time [18]. We also plan to implement 
additional features in Tarsos to allow us to automate the 
analysis to make it applicable to larger samples and to 
make the pre-analysis process more objective.  
 
While the universality or cultural specificity of scale 
intonation has been debated for centuries, there remains 
little cross-species and cross-domain data to identify 
musical features that may represent unique adaptations 
for human music. Our analysis, while limited in scale, 
provides suggestive evidence that scales with small-
integer ratios may represent a candidate for such an 
adaptation, and allow us to speculate why they may have 
evolved. Future studies with larger samples should help 
to clarify the robustness of our present findings.    
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